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Walking the Talk: Assessing companies’ progress from SDG rhetoric to action

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Business has the potential to play a key role in helping society to achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Yet three years after the adoption of the SDGs, reliable
information regarding companies’ uptake of and contributions to the goals remains patchy. This
paper aims to help fill this gap by offering and analysing evidence, based on a review of public
information on the SDG engagements of 76 of the world’s largest companies, across a set of
sectors that have an important impact on the SDGs. The paper provides an analysis of progress
and shortcomings in the way companies have engaged with the SDGs to date, as well as an
explanation of what is holding back more meaningful action. In addition, it points to good
practice to show how business can more effectively engage with the SDGs.
Our analysis outlines five core concerns:
•

Companies display no consistent approach to determining their priority SDGs. SDG
priorities appear to mirror companies’ existing sustainability priorities instead of being
shaped by a robust analysis of companies’ impact on the SDGs. The amount of information
provided by companies in our sample on how and why certain goals were prioritized was, in
most cases, limited to non-existent.

•

The SDGs have not substantially changed companies’ approach to corporate
sustainability. While the majority of companies in our sample have undertaken some level
of SDG alignment by linking and mapping their existing work across the SDGs, only two of
these companies have made the SDGs the guiding framework for their sustainability
strategy.

•

Companies have not significantly augmented the ambition of their sustainability
strategies as a result of engaging with the SDGs. While about two-thirds of companies in
our sample have declared that they are supporting the SDGs, only about half of those
companies have information available on new SDG-related actions or targets (often focused
on discretionary projects with limited scope).

•

Few companies are marrying their human rights commitment with their ambition to
contribute to the SDGs. While the vast majority of companies in our sample have a human
rights policy, only five of them place a strong emphasis on human rights when articulating
their support for the SDGs. Companies thus miss the link between addressing human rights
risks and the potential for positive sustainable development outcomes.

•

Reporting on the SDGs is limited despite receiving significant attention from
companies. More than two-thirds of companies in our sample that are engaging with the
SDGs are publishing some kind of reporting information on that engagement. However,
since common SDG reporting standards are still in their infancy, reporting data to date has
remained inconsistent and limited in its utility for stakeholders.

Our analysis concludes that companies’ engagement with the SDGs must substantially improve
if business is to have a meaningful role in achieving the SDGs. Three years since the adoption
of the goals, we have seen little evidence of companies changing the priorities of their
sustainability strategies, or ambition to engage with the SDGs in a meaningful way. There is a
substantial risk that for many companies, the SDGs will end up being not much more than a
communication tool.
We offer three reasons why businesses are not engaging more meaningfully with the SDGs.
The first is the prevalence of a corporate model that sees disproportionate emphasis on shortterm financial incentives, and hence provides skewed incentives for SDG engagement. The
second is the lack of greater collective action by business to help deal with markets that punish
first movers and enable free-riders. And finally, the closing of civil society space in many parts of
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the world, accompanied by retreating governance, has meant many of the voices that would
normally hold the private sector to account are muted.
We hold that meaningful business action on the SDGs requires a more holistic and ambitious
approach that goes beyond ‘business as usual’. This starts with companies re-examining their
social purpose and impact, changing the performance goals and incentive structures of the
business and employees, and considering wider stakeholder concerns (including those of
affected communities or women in value chains, for example) in business analysis and decision
making.
This paper presents five key propositions for companies in their engagement with the SDGs,
including examples of good practice. The propositions are indivisible and progress on the goals
requires movement on all of them.
1. Prioritization: Prioritization of SDGs should be based on the areas where companies have
the greatest SDG impact (direct and indirect, positive and negative) and be grounded in
transparent and robust analysis and inclusive consultations.
2. Integration: SDG engagements should build on existing corporate sustainability strategies
as a baseline to determine gaps in SDG impact areas that companies can address.
3. Ambitious action: Companies should aim higher in terms of degree and scale of change to
meet the ambition of the SDGs. Ambition is also reflected in a company embracing thorny
issues and tackling root causes.
4. Human rights and gender equality: Enabling the advancement of the rights of women,
workers and communities around the world should be the basis and core objective of
companies’ SDG engagement.
5. Reporting and accountability: Companies should be transparent about what they want to
achieve and how they plan to get there when engaging with the SDGs.

4
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1 INTRODUCTION
In September 2015, 193 UN member states adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as the primary framework to
move the world towards a more prosperous, equitable and sustainable future. The SDGs are a
set of interconnected goals, and are the blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable
future for all. They address the global challenges we face today – from spiralling inequality, a
climate crisis out of control, abuse of women’s rights, growing environmental challenges and
more. Throughout the SDG development and adoption process, it was stressed that business
would have to play a key role in delivering the 17 goals by 2030, as an engine of economic
growth and employment, and as a source of finance, technology and innovation. 1
Three years since the adoption of the SDGs, we see a mixed picture of business engagement in
the goals. While there has been an increase in the number of companies lending support to the
SDG vision 2 and new SDG partnership initiatives involving business have been set up, 3
companies’ engagement has been far from consistent. Furthermore, information on how the
business community is translating the SDGs into concrete objectives, strategies and actions is
still patchy. The gap between the expectation that business would help to deliver the SDGs and
evidence of business taking up that challenge poses a significant risk to the achievement of the
goals.
Oxfam has highlighted the risks of this divide before. In 2017, we published the Raising the Bar
paper, 4 which identified as a key concern the trend of companies ‘cherry-picking’ only the SDGs
that fall within their comfort zones. Raising the Bar argued that meaningful prioritization (vs.
cherry-picking) involves companies being able to demonstrate that they have gone through a
due diligence process to assess where their operations and supply chain activities have the
most impact. Their public explanation should highlight what was considered relevant (or
‘material’) and who was consulted in arriving at the priorities. We proposed a three-step process
for companies: prioritizing and assessing their impact, aligning their core business strategies
with the SDGs, and working towards systemic change. The paper stressed the significance of
transparency and accountability, the role of private finance and the role of governments in
driving business action on SDGs.
This paper aims to take this proposition further by presenting Oxfam findings from a review of
how a sample of 76 companies engage with the SDGs. We analyse to what extent and how
companies have sought to respond to the goals; assess the effectiveness of their engagement
to date; identify barriers hindering more meaningful action; and provide examples of good
practice. Please see the full methodology note for an explanation of the criteria used. 5

UNTANGLING THE ROLE OF BUSINESS IN
DELIVERING THE SDGS
The role of business in delivering the SDGs is not straightforward. While the SDGs rely on
business contributions to be successful, business does not, at least in the short term, rely on the
SDGs for its commercial success. Business incentives to engage with the SDGs do of course
exist 6 but they are far from universal. 7 Since national governments negotiated and adopted the
SDGs, they are in the driver’s seat to implement the Agenda 2030, which is a state-centric
framework and does not include targets or review mechanisms for business.
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In short, the SDGs require a certain level of translation to be meaningful for business. In order
to untangle the role of business and deliver an Oxfam perspective on it, we have identified five
distinct areas for consideration:
First is the need for prioritization. We know that companies cannot work on all the goals and
therefore need to prioritize their engagements. For this prioritization to be meaningful it should
be based on a company’s impact (direct and indirect, positive and negative) and the impact
assessment should cover the entire SDG spectrum (including SDGs that are generally
considered the prerogative of states).
Second, the SDGs require integration into the long-term business goals and strategy of a
company. 8 For companies to make a credible contribution to the SDGs, their engagement
should build on existing corporate sustainability programs and priorities as a baseline to
determine gaps in SDGs impact areas that companies should address. Integration also entails
ensuring that SDG contributions are not philanthropic interventions but address core business
practices of both the company’s operations and its supply chain.
Third, companies have to take ambitious action to meet the spirit of the SDGs. Engaging in
the SDGs in a meaningful way requires the fundamental alignment of their business strategies
and business models with the environmental, social and human rights ambitions articulated in
the SDGs. 9 Achieving that will require companies to take bold new steps and address thorny
issues that hitherto have not made it onto the corporate sustainability agenda. ‘Business as
usual’ will not enable us to the achieve the SDGs. 10
Fourth, business action on the SDGs should not replace or circumvent companies’
responsibility to respect human rights and gender equality, but rather should put this at the
core when prioritizing impact areas and designing strategies and interventions. The spirit of
‘leave no one behind’ in which the SDGs were designed will only be realized within a rightsbased framework. Implementing the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights is a
good starting point for companies to help prioritize their actions on the SDGs. Similarly,
business responsibility on gender equality across their operations and supply chains provides
the right context for a gendered approach to the SDGs.
Fifth, companies’ SDG engagement requires the aggregation and harmonization of reporting
information regarding their activities, targets and progress. Many companies are already
disclosing SDG-relevant information through their sustainability reporting; however,
standardized SDG reporting processes and benchmarks for companies are needed in order for
stakeholders to reliably assess companies’ SDG performance.
Based on these key considerations, we have adopted five propositions to help us assess how
meaningful SDG engagement by business has been to date. These five propositions should be
central and indivisible to business engagement on SDGs. They are highlighted in the paper as
follows:
Prioritization

Human rights and gender equality

Integration

Reporting and accountability

Ambitious action
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Before going further, two clarifying statements are in order. First, we recognize that business is
far from homogenous in the way it approaches its role and responsibility in sustainable
development. While this publication highlights trends among the companies analysed, it does
not aim to generalize across the business sector.
Secondly, the SDG framework is not the only way companies can engage with sustainable
development. It is entirely possible that ambitious sustainability and corporate social
responsibility efforts are taking place without explicit reference to the SDGs. By focusing on
companies that do reference the SDG framework, this paper analyses the degree to which the
SDGs have in practice provided a relevant and useful framework for companies and have
triggered business actions.
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2 SETTING THE SCENE: KEY
TRENDS FOR BUSINESS
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE SDGS
When the SDGs were adopted in September 2015, it was not clear how business would
respond to the call for greater engagement. Three years on, certain trends are emerging, which
we explore below.

GREATER AWARENESS OF THE SDGS
AMONG MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS
The SDGs have shaped the rhetoric of the global business sector, particularly of multinational
corporations (MNCs). The fact that most MNCs are talking about the SDGs in some way is a
welcome sign. Surveys consistently find that companies’ awareness and acknowledgement of
the SDGs is at an all-time high. 11 Similarly, the considerable number of SDG- and businessthemed events and publications confirms this trend.
However, there are two important caveats to this. First, companies’ increased SDG awareness
often has not filtered to all parts of the organization, but is housed within sustainability
departments and top-level management. Middle management is often disconnected from the
SDGs, thus limiting greater SDG integration, alignment and innovation within companies’ core
operations. 12 Second, SDG awareness is more prevalent among large MNCs from North
America and Europe compared to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and companies
from non-Western countries, with some notable exceptions. 13

THE BUSINESS CASE AS THE PRIMARY
APPEAL FOR ENGAGEMENT
The second observation is the reliance on a business case narrative for promoting engagement
with the SDGs. As the first few years of the SDG era have aimed to mobilize business support
for the SDGs, appealing to the potential benefits of engagement for companies has,
understandably, become a common strategy. This is best captured in the Better Business,
Better World report by the Business and Sustainable Development Commission, which
estimates the market potential of the SDGs at $12 trillion (a figure which has since been cited in
many other publications and discussions). 14 As the report explains, ‘By presenting the SDGs as
a compelling growth strategy for individual businesses, the business case narrative shifts the
focus from the original question, ‘What can business do for the SDGs?’ to asking, ‘What can the
SDGs do for business?’. 15

8
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A CHALLENGING GLOBAL CONTEXT
The creation of the SDGs was underpinned by a sense of optimism about the world’s ability to
achieve a more prosperous, democratic and sustainable future. Three years later the task is as
daunting as ever. Global inequality has remained one of the defining issues of our time, with
82% of wealth created worldwide going to the top 1% in 2017. 16 Political instability and closing
civic space are threatening progress around the world. We are experiencing a ‘global civic
space emergency’, with more than 100 countries now having laws, policies and restrictions that
limit core civil society freedoms of expression, association and peaceful assembly. 17 Global
refugee numbers have reached a record high, with a total of 68.5 million people displaced by
the end of 2017. 18 The world is facing an ever worsening climate crisis, with global carbon
emissions predicted to rise in 2018 for the first time in four years. 19 And it will take another 200
years to close the gender gap in economic participation and opportunity, educational
attainment, health and survival, and political empowerment. 20 This challenging global context is
not lost on some in the business community, which is showing increasing awareness of and
concern about the existential threats the world is facing. 21

CALLS FOR MORE MEANINGFUL ACTION
Despite the scale of the challenges, cumulative progress on the 2030 Agenda has been mixed.
The 2018 UN progress report on the SDGs underscored this by concluding that in important
areas (e.g. electrification, child mortality) many countries are struggling to make meaningful
progress due to adverse climate change impacts, conflict, inequality, and persistent poverty and
hunger. 22 The ambition of transitioning towards more sustainable and resilient societies remains
a far-off goal for many countries and many vulnerable communities.
The mixed track record of the 2030 Agenda to date has implications for business as a key
player shaping the world’s ability to achieve the SDGs. This report provides a reality check on
whether business engagement with the SDGs to date is sufficient, 23 and points to potential
ways forward to achieve more effective business engagement with the SDGs.
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3 ASSESSING COMPANIES’
SDG ENGAGEMENT
Companies’ engagement with the SDGs is difficult to assess. While the framework is only three
years old, the issues at hand have long been identified and some companies have worked on
them for many years through their sustainability strategies.
The absence of uniform expectations, benchmarks and reporting frameworks around
companies’ SDG contributions further complicates matters. 24 We currently have at our disposal
a wide array of standards and benchmarks to help assess companies’ sustainability policies and
practices. The arrival of the SDGs brings with it the impetus for an overarching framework to
holistically assess and manage companies’ sustainable development impacts.
There are ongoing efforts to guide companies’ SDG engagement 25 and how to report on it. For
example, the United Nations Global Compact and GRI have led on creating a ‘practical guide’
for companies. This new guide offers a toolkit that aims to boost and improve businesses’
reporting on the SDGs. 26 However, companies continue to have significant leeway in how they
communicate their work on the goals. As a result, communication can sometimes be mistaken
for deeper engagement by business.
Oxfam’s review of a sample of 76 companies aims to get a better idea of what companies are
doing around the SDGs. We used only publicly available information to understand companies’
SDG engagement. We first analysed how many companies were publicly committing to
supporting the SDGs. Next, we defined five categories linked to our proposition for meaningful
SDG engagement by business, as outlined in the introduction (prioritization, integration,
ambitious action, human rights and gender equality, and reporting and accountability). Our
findings are presented in relation to these questions:
1. SDG prioritization: Which SDGs do companies prioritize, and on what basis?
2. SDG integration: To what degree do companies utilize the SDGs as the guiding framework
to determine gaps that they should address for their sustainability strategies?
3. SDG ambitions: What new targets or actions are companies taking to support the SDGs?
4. The SDGs and human rights and gender equality: To what degree do companies link
their SDG engagement to their commitment to respect human rights and take a gendered
approach?
5. SDG reporting: How are companies reporting on the SDGs?
Our sample included 48 global companies across a set of eight industry sectors (energy,
banking, technology, agribusiness, garment, mining, food/beverage, pharmaceutical) that have
a sizeable impact on sustainable development issues. 27 We selected the six largest companies
in these eight sectors in order to also draw sector-level conclusions about companies’ SDG
engagement (see methodology annex for more detail). To account for the important role that
Asia plays as the world’s fastest-growing economic region, 28 we also analysed 30 of the largest
companies headquartered in Asia in some of these sectors. Two companies overlapped across
the two samples, leaving a total of 76 companies assessed for this report. Overall, there was a
high degree of consistency with regards to our findings across the two groups of companies; we
have therefore aggregated these findings below (while highlighting variations in findings
between the two groups where they exist).
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: MORE
COMPANIES ARE PUBLICLY COMMITTING
TO THE SDGS
The good news is that the SDGs have made significant inroads into the global business
community in terms of awareness and public support. The SDGs’ call for business to help solve
the world’s greatest challenges is resonating with a significant number of companies. The
majority of companies in our sample have made a public commitment to contribute to the SDGs.
This finding aligns with data from other reports and surveys that have monitored SDG traction
within the business community. 29 The same also applies to Asia-based MNCs in our sample,
although for a slightly lower percentage (57% vs. 63%).
Companies’ endorsements of the SDGs display varying degrees of urgency and detail – ranging
from short statements of support within sustainability reports to stand-alone commitments to
making the SDGs the central framework to guide a company’s sustainability efforts. All of this
shows how companies’ interpretations of the SDGs’ relevance can differ significantly (even
within the same sector 30), and how company engagement with the SDGs is far from universal –
one-third of the world’s largest companies still have not publicly committed to the SDGs 31).
Figure 1: Companies with a public commitment to supporting the SDGs

It is important to note that not engaging with the SDGs does not mean that companies have no
impact on the SDGs or that they do not undertake relevant efforts. We found that almost all
companies in our sample are undertaking corporate sustainability activities that are relevant to
one or more of the global goals, without necessarily linking these to the SDG framework. In fact,
some companies considered to be sustainability leaders in their sectors have not demonstrated
any engagement with the SDGs. This observation highlights the complicated relationship
between the SDGs and companies’ own sustainability agendas, which we will further analyse
below.
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THE RISK OF CHERRY-PICKING AND THE
ABSENCE OF ROBUST JUSTIFICATION FOR
SDG SELECTION
The comprehensive nature of the SDG framework requires companies to prioritize their areas of
engagement. Oxfam’s Raising the Bar paper 32 and numerous other reports 33 have highlighted
the need for impact-based prioritization as a key step towards meaningful SDG engagement by
business. Oxfam found in its analysis that while most companies are prioritizing a subset of
SDGs, the prioritization processes appeared to have significant gaps in terms of consistency,
justification and breadth.
First, our analysis uncovered a lack of consistency in how companies determine which SDGs to
prioritize. Some companies have taken a very focused approach by prioritizing two or three
SDGs. Others have either decided to engage with most of the goals, or do not provide any
information about priority SDGs at all. As a result, there is limited sector-level consistency on
SDG prioritization except for certain SDGs that companies within a sector link to very directly,
e.g. food companies and SDG 2 (zero hunger), pharmaceutical companies and SDG 3 (health
and well-being), or energy companies and SDG 7 (affordable and clean energy).
Overlaps in prioritization within a sector are more limited beyond these goals. While we
recognize the reality of company-specific impacts that warrant variation in SDG prioritization, we
are not able to determine if the variation we found is based on impact or other company-specific
considerations. We are concerned about the lack of consistency within some sectors. Such
consistency would allow for pre-competitive collaboration: enabling companies to tackle sectoral
challenges jointly rather than competing against each other in a race to the bottom. This in turn
helps to create a political space to advance policy frameworks developed by governments.
Second, we continue to see the risk of companies cherry-picking SDGs. 34 We analysed
companies’ rationale for prioritizing certain SDGs and found that while most companies
engaging with the goals provided some information on how and why certain goals were
prioritized (often limited to just one or two sentences), this information was problematic for a
number of reasons:
•

Some companies seemed to match make their priorities based on existing priorities with no
explanation beyond ‘it is something [we] are already doing’. This could be a missed
opportunity to use the SDG framework to arrive at a more comprehensive and fundamental
realignment of business and sustainable development.

•

Several companies referenced materiality (or relevance) as a key criterion for prioritization,
indicated by phrases like ‘material to us’, ‘relevant/significant to our business’, or ‘aligned
with our business strategy’. While important, this is not enough. Where materiality is defined
only by financials and financial reporting, 35 this one-sided approach risks skewing priorities
towards business benefits rather than also considering non-financial information such as
human rights or gender impacts (positive and negative).

•

There is little evidence of companies conducting due diligence processes as the basis for
how they prioritize SDGs. Similarly, evidence of stakeholder input to prioritization decisions
is scarce, raising the concern that stakeholders such as women, workers or communities
rarely have a voice in determining priorities.

•

Only a few companies made reference to government priorities as an element shaping their
prioritization. This could be problematic given that the SDGs rely on the ability of
governments to aggregate and align the contributions of multiple actors.

•

There appears to be a lack of depth with regards to companies’ engagement and
understanding of the framework. For example, while many companies will state that they are
contributing to SDG 8 (decent work and economic growth), their focus is on job creation and
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they do not mention key elements of this goal that include decent jobs 36 or the eradication of
forced labour in their supply chains. 37 Explanations of prioritization rarely acknowledge the
interrelations between SDGs; this reduces the potential for positive crossover effects, and
also means there is a risk of actions on one goal inadvertently undermining progress on
another (for example working on energy access without consideration for climate impacts).
Third, we found that SDGs with a strong but more indirect business impact have received
comparatively little attention by companies – including SDGs 1 (poverty), 10 (inequality) and 16
(strong institutions) – highlighting companies’ difficulties in translating their recognition of global
challenges, such as inequality and democratic governance, into a priority by addressing their
own broader influence on these issues.
The SDGs prioritized most frequently by companies in our sample include those with the most
apparent links to business, including SDGs 8 (decent work and economic growth) and 12
(responsible consumption and production). They also include two SDGs (SDG 5 – gender
equality and SDG 13 – climate change) that arguably would not have ranked high on the radar
of companies only a few years ago. This finding aligns with the results of other studies and
highlights interesting shifts in issue prioritization within the wider business community. 38
Figure 2: SDGs as prioritized by companies in this study
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UNEVEN PROGRESS ON INTEGRATING THE
SDGS INTO COMPANY STRATEGIES
For SDG engagement to be more than window dressing, companies need to integrate SDG
engagement into their core business and sustainability practices. Most companies we analysed
have made some progress on integration, particularly by linking, mapping and aligning the
presentation of their sustainability strategies with the SDGs. However, progress has been
inconsistent.
We assessed 76 companies, of which 47 stated they support the SDGs. Of the subset of 47
companies in our sample that have stated they support the SDGs, we found that more than
40% (21 of 47) only loosely link their sustainability strategy with the SDGs. Companies in this
group made the link by merely mentioning the SDGs in the introduction to their sustainability
reports or in relation to sustainability areas (e.g. by placing an SDG icon next to sustainability
priorities) but without articulating how their strategies are aligned to help meet the goals. These
companies risk paying lip service to the SDGs without meaningfully grappling with the goals’
implications for their business and sustainability strategies.
A second significant group of companies within the subset referencing the SDGs (51% or 24 of
47) has gone a step further by more clearly linking their sustainability strategies with the SDGs.
The most common approach is for companies to map and align their sustainability priorities
across the SDGs and list concrete activities and initiatives. Only two companies in our sample
are using the SDGs as the guiding framework for their sustainability strategy and showing
efforts to realign their practices to meet the ambition of the goals.
This finding highlights the absence of strong evidence that companies are modifying their
sustainability strategies based on a commitment to and analysis of the SDGs. This weakens the
potential of the SDGs as a vehicle for more comprehensive and fundamental realignment of
corporate sustainability and sustainable development, including the alignment of core business
processes (e.g. wages, pricing, tax) with the SDGs.
Figure 3: SDG integration into corporate sustainability strategies

A LACK OF NEW AMBITIONS
The key test for the significance of business engagement with the SDGs is whether they
catalyse new and more ambitious actions by companies. However, identifying new actions and
ambitions of companies around the SDGs is inherently difficult, as some SDG-labelled actions
may in fact be repackaged communications and initiatives that existed prior to the adoption of
the SDGs.

14
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While about two-thirds of companies in our total sample (47 of 76) have made a commitment to
supporting the SDGs, only one-third of companies in the total sample (24 of 76) have
information available on new SDG-related actions or targets. This finding is in line with the
results of other assessments, which have found that few companies have set specific and
measurable targets on their SDG commitments. 39
Even when we could detect new initiatives explicitly linked to the SDGs, they tended to be
discrete and limited in scope. Overall, annual sustainability reports give little evidence of
companies launching new and transformative sustainability initiatives because of their
commitment to the SDGs.
Figure 4: Companies’ SDG commitments vs. their new SDG actions

It is important to note that all the companies in our sample have existing (and in some instances
ambitious) sustainability targets that are relevant to the SDGs. However, companies’ annual
reports show that many of these targets predate the SDGs and are not necessarily aligned with
the SDGs in terms of timeline or issue focus. We only found two companies in our sample that
have made explicit SDG adjustments to their existing sustainability targets and timelines by
adding 2030 ambitions in line with the SDGs.

THE MISSING LINK WITH THE HUMAN
RIGHTS AGENDA AND GENDER EQUALITY
In order to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls, we must deal with the
underlying issues that hold women back. While the gender equality goal was frequently selected
by companies in our total sample, a review of the available information on the projects they
have undertaken or are working on found that gender equality efforts focused disproportionately
on increasing numbers of women, rather than quality of engagement on the issue. Notably,
there was little reference to closing the gender pay gap, or actively rooting out all forms of
discrimination in the workplace. Many gender equality initiatives failed to recognize that unpaid
care work and social norms are substantial barriers to gender equality.
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Ensuring greater respect for human rights is one of the most important SDG contributions that
businesses can make. 40 Putting human rights at the heart of SDG engagement helps
companies to create a people-centred approach in the SDGs’ spirit of ‘leave no one behind’.
Importantly, respect for human rights means seeing them as more than just a matter of
compliance. Viewing the issues through a human rights lens fundamentally changes how
companies analyse sustainable development problems, prioritize them, attribute responsibilities,
set targets and design interventions. Respecting human rights does not mean only minimizing
negative impacts; it means enabling positive outcomes by creating a more conducive
environment in which human rights can be realized. 41
To date, the responsibility businesses have to respect human rights has remained largely
detached from the SDG conversation. While the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights (UNGPs) provide a robust framework for businesses to implement this responsibility, few
companies are marrying their human rights commitment with their ambition to contribute to the
SDGs. Only five companies in our sample have placed a strong emphasis on human rights
when articulating their support for the SDGs by publicly recognizing the importance of meeting
human rights commitments in order to meaningfully contribute to the SDGs.
This does not mean that companies do not support human rights. In fact, more than 90% (28 of
30 companies) of global companies in our sample that are engaging with the SDGs have a
human rights policy and report that they are addressing human rights issues through their
sustainability strategies. The same is true for 65% (11 of 17) of the Asian companies in our
sample engaging with the SDGs. Yet there is scarce evidence that companies are applying a
human rights lens when designing and implementing their SDG engagement (e.g. making
reference to human rights principles and standards, conducting human rights due diligence and
impact assessments, or establishing grievance mechanisms).
Figure 5: Companies explicitly linking SDGs with human rights
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REPORTING: GAPS IN TRANSPARENCY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
How companies should report on their SDG contributions has been one of the key questions
concerning the role of business in the SDGs. An increasing number of guidance documents
exist 42 that aim to support businesses with designing and communicating their SDG
engagement. Similarly, several global-level initiatives are underway that aim to develop
reporting frameworks and benchmarks for business and the SDGs. 43
From our review, it is clear that companies and supporting organizations are paying more
attention to reporting on how they are contributing to meeting the SDGs. Companies appear to
increasingly recognize the value of collecting and externally communicating information that is
aligned with and relevant to the global goals. More than two-thirds of companies in our sample
engaging with the SDGs are publishing some kind of reporting information on this engagement.
Nevertheless, quantity does not equal quality when it comes to SDG reporting by companies.
Agreeing on a robust and consistent framework for assessing businesses’ SDG contributions is
critical to facilitating more effective monitoring and the ability to monitor, align and aggregate
companies’ efforts. Since SDG reporting mechanisms and frameworks are still in their infancy, it
is not surprising that companies’ current SDG reporting has remained inconsistent.
We detected three ways in which companies are reporting on the SDGs. First, some companies
are including information on their SDG engagements in their sustainability reports. This
information is often project-specific, focused on the activity level and disconnected from
companies’ other sustainability reporting data. Second, companies are submitting information
pertaining to their SDG engagements through existing reporting mechanisms (e.g. the Global
Reporting Initiative, the UN Global Compact). This approach relies exclusively on existing
reporting data, but maps it across companies’ SDG contributions.
Only a small number of companies are reporting on the SDGs with information regarding their
contributions to specific SDG targets. This finding echoes a recent report by the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), which found that only 6% of company reports
have aligned their strategy and targets to specific target-level SDG criteria and measured their
contributions to specific SDGs. 44 Current business practice thus falls far short of best practice
guidance on SDG reporting, which requires orientation and alignment with the SDGs when it
comes to target-setting and measurement. 45
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Box 1: From global goals to national action – business engagement with the SDGs
in India
The successful realization of the SDGs globally is contingent on how successfully
countries deliver on their national SDG commitments. As part of the study we looked at
India, the fastest-growing economy in the world. 46 In stark contrast with the country’s
strong economic growth, the recent SDG Index and Dashboards report ranked India 116th
out of 157 countries with respect to the SDGs, with a score of 58.1 out of 100. 47 Similarly,
India ranks poorly on the Human Development Index and the Global Gender Gap Index, 48
and has the largest number of malnourished children in the world. 49
Indian business is at the forefront of India’s economic growth path: 58 Indian companies
are in the Forbes Global 2000 list of the world’s largest public companies. 50 To assess the
progress made by businesses on the SDGs at the national level, we selected seven Indian
companies from the Forbes list across different sectors. Following a similar methodology
and approach used for the companies in our global sample, we assessed publicly available
information about the Indian companies on the SDGs.
In line with our global and regional-level findings, companies in India were found to have
significant awareness of and interest in the SDGs. Six out of the seven Indian companies
assessed have a value statement about the SDGs.
Sustainability reporting among large Indian companies is relatively common. The top 500
companies listed on Indian stock exchanges are required to publish a sustainability
disclosure report every year. In this context, all seven companies assessed report on
issues related to the SDGs, although this is not framed explicitly as SDG reporting. Indian
companies have shown consistent improvement in disclosures in the areas of nondiscrimination in the workplace and community development but lag behind on
inclusiveness in supply chains and community stakeholder engagement. 51 The national
guidelines on the social, environmental and economic responsibilities of business are
being revised, 52 and the draft revised guidelines refer to the SDGs as one of the key
resources.
It is important that the business responsibility-reporting framework 53 aligns with the
national SDG reporting framework. 54 The draft SDG indicator framework developed by the
Indian government does not currently have specific indicators to measure the role of
business in achieving the SDGs, other than in terms of financial contribution. Without the
integration of business reporting on sustainability and the country’s SDGs reporting
framework, it will be difficult to monitor the country’s progress on the SDGs.
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4 BUSINESS AND THE SDGS:
CLOSING THE GAPS
The findings outlined in the previous section paint a mixed picture. While an increasing number
of the world’s largest companies are expressing awareness of and support for the SDGs, we
found little evidence in our review of the SDGs changing companies’ sustainability strategies in
meaningful ways with regards to priorities, ambition or transparency. Instead of the global goals
shaping business, in many cases business appears to be attempting to reinterpret the SDGs by
fitting them into existing sustainability strategies and initiatives.
Analysis and alignment are important first steps in how companies can work to meet the SDGs.
However, three years after the adoption of the goals, there is a substantial risk that for many
companies the SDGs will end up being not much more than a communication tool. Without
greater ambition, progress towards achieving the ambition of the SDGs and their disruptive
message to companies about the ‘end of business as usual’ will be compromised. 55 The
transformative vision of the 2030 Agenda requires a global economic model that works in the
service of sustainable development, presupposing a policy and regulatory environment that
enables companies to align their business models and strategies with the world’s sustainable
development ambitions.

BARRIERS TO MORE MEANINGFUL SDG
ENGAGEMENT BY COMPANIES
We identified three primary reasons why businesses are not engaging more meaningfully with
the SDGs:

Unclear expectations
The SDGs have remained a difficult framework for business to grapple with. Designed and
adopted primarily by governments, the 2030 Agenda explicitly defines a role for business as a
contributor to the global goals. Yet it has remained vague when it comes to articulating clear
expectations for business. Companies in search of benchmarks or aspirations to work towards
are trapped between the SDG targets (which are aimed at governments) and existing
sustainability standards (many of which are more focused on baseline expectations). Initiatives
such as the World Benchmarking Alliance 56 or the Global Compact’s Action Platform on SDG
Reporting 57 can be important mechanisms to create shared expectations on meaningful SDG
engagement, but these are still in the early stages of development and implementation.

Skewed incentives
The lack of more meaningful SDG engagement by companies is also rooted in disproportionate
emphasis on short-term financial incentives. Not all the decisions and investments necessary for
achieving the SDGs will result in an easily monetizable return. 58 Paying a fair share of taxes,
paying a living wage, respecting a community’s land rights or reducing carbon emissions might
in fact be associated with negative impacts for financial shareholders in the short term, 59 even if
they have a positive impact on society. 60
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Companies can face significant deterrents when trying to make unilateral progress on the
SDGs, as the so-called ‘first-mover advantage does not always materialize. 61 A number of
companies employ a ‘fast-follower’ strategy, meaning that they are able to enjoy the fruits of
sustainability investments made by other companies without carrying the same risks. 62
Overcoming incentive barriers on SDG leadership will require creating a level playing field for
companies (through precompetitive collaboration and public regulation) to limit the risk of
competitive disadvantages.

Insufficient stakeholder pressure
In the absence of sufficient internal motivation, companies can be mobilized through external
pressure. Strong government leadership in setting and driving national agendas on the SDGs
can help generate more meaningful business actions. This applies to defining priorities, setting
benchmarks, ensuring a level playing field to galvanize companies’ contributions to the SDGs,
and helping to coordinate and harmonize these contributions. While the idea of partnership
between governments and the private sector is a central element of implementing the SDGs,
the term risks becoming a cliché if it is not based on governance and policy leadership from
governments. 63
More meaningful SDG action is also hampered by the fact that it is increasingly difficult for civil
society to put pressure on business. Civil society engagement on the SDGs (and the role of
business in achieving them) has remained limited to date. 64 This is problematic since much of
the progress made in corporate sustainability over the past two decades was triggered by calls
from civil society campaigns and advocates. Yet civil society groups in many countries are
experiencing a ‘global civic space emergency’: 65 more than 100 countries have imposed laws,
policies and restrictions that severely limit the space for civil society to operate and citizens to
speak out or to hold governments and business accountable. 66
Another external limitation is the pressure investors put on managers to prioritize short-term
earnings. To date, many firms have struggled to justify investing in the SDGs due to the ‘tyranny
of short-termism’. 67 For example, Unilever, in the wake of the attempted unsolicited Kraft Heinz
takeover, was forced to make compromises on its sustainability ambitions to retain investor
support. 68 This highlights how the primacy of shareholder interests in corporate decision making
remains a significant barrier to corporate sustainability. 69 While some investors are starting to
urge companies to increase their contributions to society 70 and support investment decisions
based on companies’ SDG performance, 71 there are few usable tools at hand to help investors
prioritize companies which demonstrate a more fundamental alignment with the SDGs.
Acknowledging these obstacles does not absolve companies of their responsibility to contribute
to the SDGs. Rather, it increases the onus on businesses to take a more considered approach
and commit to the SDGs’ vision and ambition.
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5 SHINING A LIGHT ON GOOD
PRACTICE
We believe there is an urgent need for business to raise its ambition regarding its contributions
to the SDGs. There are encouraging examples of companies meaningfully engaging with the
SDGs, which demonstrate that a more constructive role for business is possible. They include
examples of individual companies, as well as companies working together to address key social
issues. This section presents a range of these examples.
Good practice actions are those that harness companies’ potential to make the greatest impact.
They recognize the complex nature of the SDGs and have the ambition to tackle root causes of
sustainable development problems through new actions. They acknowledge the interrelation
between the goals and the fact that we must succeed on all the SDGs if we are to achieve any
of them.
We also shine a spotlight on issues that have had little mention or where initiatives consistently
skim the surface of the issue at hand. These include gender equality, respecting and promoting
human rights, responsible tax practices, tackling value/profit distribution and paying a living
wage, which relate to SDGs 1 (no poverty), 5 (gender equality), 8 (decent work and economic
growth) and 10 (reduced inequality).
We put equal emphasis on companies both saying and doing the right thing. Private sector
actors should use their public visibility and their often-influential relationships with government
and peers constructively and avoid a race to the bottom on governance and public policy. They
should announce commitments publicly and provide full disclosure. This is essential for holding
them to account. Particularly on issues of governance, a company should be able to align its
actions and its words, for example by leaving trading associations that lobby against greater
regulation on carbon emissions or on corporate transparency and accountability.
The following section looks beyond our sample of 76 companies and draws on Oxfam’s
extensive development and private sector experience to find evidence of good practice in
support of meeting the SDGs. The examples below do not constitute an endorsement of the
companies mentioned. Most of the examples relate to only one or two of the five propositions,
whereas progress on the goals requires movement on all of them. Nevertheless, they still
represent positive cases that, if multiplied across more companies and sectors, will help
accelerate progress towards the SDGs. Some of the initiatives we discuss began before the
adoption of the goals.
The examples are grouped around our five propositions for more effective business
engagement with the SDGs: prioritization, integration, ambitious action, human rights, and
reporting and accountability.
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PRIORITIZATION
Our criteria for meaningful SDG prioritization are that a business:
1. Bases its prioritization on a comprehensive analysis of its SDG impact (positive and
negative);
2. Includes input from affected stakeholders such as women, workers, farmers and
communities in supply chains;
3. Ensures publicly available justification for why and how prioritization was decided.

The business ensures publicly available justification for
why and how prioritization was decided.
Telefonica: 72 Prioritization of SDGs requires companies to grapple with the complex
relationship between their operations, supply chains and sustainable development. Telefonica
applied a systems analysis to understanding the links between different SDGs and the
company’s core business. The result was a networked map of 12 SDGs, including three
different levels of prioritization. Using a network approach helped the company to understand
the interconnectedness of different SDGs as they related to the company’s business model and
strategy. The company consulted with both internal and external stakeholders to arrive at its
SDG prioritization, and has been working to develop key performance indicators (KPIs) and
targets for its priority areas.
Lavazza reports that it began an SDG prioritization process by mapping its existing activities
according to the SDGs framework, analysing where the company has an impact along its supply
chain, and to identify key gaps and areas for improvement. Stakeholder consultations revealed
water usage and impacts (SDG 6) to be a key issue. This process is also part of a broader
strategy by Lavazza of disseminating the message and mobilization around the SDGs, which
it calls ‘Goal Zero’. 73 The company will use its 2018/19 report to detail its plans to engage more
stakeholders, primarily civil society, suppliers and people who live in the communities in which it
operates, in order to ensure that women, producers and workers are heard. 74

INTEGRATION
Our criteria for assessing effective integration are:
1. Companies integrate the SDGs into their core business strategies;
2. Companies use the SDGs as a framework to identify gaps and misalignments of existing
sustainability strategies;
3. Companies integrate their efforts around the SDGs into collective efforts at a sector or
national level.
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Box 2: Spotlight on decent work and economic growth (SDG 8)
Businesses play a central role in the achievement of SDG 8 through their ability to provide
employment and create economic value. The ambition of SDG 8 will need to be matched
by companies’ willingness to look at how core commercial policies and practices around
wages and tax are affecting progress towards the SDGs.
Through the creation and enabling of decent jobs that pay a living wage, companies can
play a role in sustainable development. Oxfam believes that access to decent work on a
living wage is a fundamental pathway out of poverty, and one of the best ways to counter
growing inequality. Oxfam research over the years has shown that a great deal of workers,
mostly women, are working very hard but are still trapped in poverty –even though they are
part of profitable supply chains. 75 No matter how hard many people work, they cannot work
their way to a better life and have little or no representation in the workplace. 76
Around the world, corporate tax avoidance is contributing to inequality. The poorest women
are hardest hit when public services they rely on are cut. For example, women
disproportionately bear the burden of providing care for loved ones when health systems
fail. Even when not acting illegally, corporations can use sophisticated tax planning to take
advantage of a broken system that allows MNCs from many different industries to get
away with avoiding taxes. 77 To contribute to sustainable development and associated
economic growth, it is imperative that businesses comply with the spirit as well as the letter
of the tax laws and regulations of the countries in which they operate. Adopting fairer and
more responsible tax and pricing practices would help to ensure that they are playing a
part in both reducing poverty and creating more just future for all. 78

Companies integrate the SDGs into their core business
strategies.
Living Wage Foundation: In the UK, there are now nearly 5,000 organizations signed up as
accredited Living Wage Employers. These employers commit to paying the Living Wage and to
promoting the Living Wage using the Living Wage Employer Mark. The experience for
employers who have adopted the Living Wage has been a universally positive one, with
excellent results for staff retention, morale and productivity. 79
Malawi Tea 2020: The Malawi Tea 2020 programme is an action-oriented coalition of Malawian
tea producers, trade unions, the largest international tea buyers, relevant certification standards,
NGOs and donors. The cross-sector collaboration aims to achieve a competitive, profitable tea
industry that can provide for living wages and living incomes, and improved nutrition for its
workers, by 2020. 80 Notably, in 2016, the first-ever collective bargaining agreement was
concluded between the Tea Association of Malawi and the Plantation and Agricultural
Workers Union. 81
The Fair Tax Mark assesses companies on their tax practices. It measures their transparency,
the quality of their tax disclosures and the rates of tax they pay. Companies such as Lush and
the Co-op have taken positive steps. 82 These efforts should be accompanied by companies
publicly supporting calls for increased revenue transparency and financial disclosure laws to
help drive greater government action on these issues.
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Companies use the SDGs as a framework to identify
gaps and misalignments in existing sustainability
strategies.
Unilever: In 2010, before the adoption of the SDGs, Unilever launched the Unilever Sustainable
Living Plan (USLP), a blueprint for sustainable growth which responds to the challenges and
opportunities of an increasingly resource-constrained and unequal world. Unilever’s approach to
sustainability spans the value chain and is strongly aligned with the SDGs, demonstrating one
way of doing business that aims to deliver growth while minimizing negative impacts on people
and the planet. 83
Nestlé has made the SDGs the central framework of its sustainability strategy. The company
has mapped its material issues against the SDGs to identify areas of positive and negative
impacts and to see where its activities are most able to contribute to the goals. It has also
introduced a set of SDG ambitions for 2030 to complement its existing 2020 commitments and
to mirror the time span of the global goals.

AMBITIOUS ACTION
Our criteria for measuring ambitious action by companies are:
1. Public commitment to tackling root causes in order to drive systemic change;
2. Long-term goals and targets that align with and directly contribute to the SDGs;
3. Design and implementation of new policies and programmes to achieve these goals and
targets.
Box 3: Spotlight on gender equality (SDG 5)
Across the world, women make a significant contribution to global supply chains, despite
complex hurdles that limit their inclusion and their leadership. The UN High Level Panel on
Women’s Economic Empowerment (HLP) recently identified seven key drivers to increase
women’s economic empowerment and overcome entrenched barriers. The panel has
called on governments, private sector companies and civil society organizations to step up
their work on women’s economic empowerment by increasing investment, finding new
types of partnerships and expanding their actions to more of the ‘drivers.’ Two of these
drivers are highlighted below: Driver 1 (tackling adverse norms and promoting positive role
models), and Driver 5 (changing business culture and practice). 84 Businesses can and
should play a role by adopting and implementing policies that prevent gender-based
discrimination. Ambitious action requires businesses to go beyond superficial interventions
and embed the solutions within a company’s DNA. For example, on SDG 5 (gender
equality) we need to see more companies supporting women’s employment, striving for
gender balance across the business and supply chain (including women-run businesses),
and proactively increasing the number of women in managerial and leadership roles.

Public commitment to tackling root causes in order to
drive systemic change
The Unstereotype Alliance 85 is an industry-led initiative convened by UN Women to end
harmful stereotypes that are often perpetuated through advertising. It aims to focus on the
widespread adoption and implementation of measurement tools that help brands to tackle
stereotypes, the expansion of evidence and advocacy, and the growth of its membership to
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catalyse the movement towards realistic, non-biased portrayals of women and men. The
initiative is a starting point for challenging and transforming the negative and harmful norms that
limit women's access to work and that often devalue their work – vital to achieving women’s
economic empowerment.

Long-term goals and targets that align with and directly
contribute to the SDGs
Divine Chocolate, through the cocoa farmer organization Kuapa Kokoo, 86 has prioritized
equal participation and equal access for women since its founding. Women learn a range of
income-generating skills and are encouraged to take positions of responsibility throughout the
organization. The positive effects of these efforts ripple out beyond those directly affected and
into wider society. When women are provided with training and entrepreneurial opportunities in
distribution networks, it can boost local economies.

Design and implementation of new policies and
programmes to achieve these goals and targets
As part of its contribution to SDG 1 (zero poverty), Mars Incorporated recently declared the
long-term ambition that ‘everyone working within our extended supply chain should earn
sufficient income to maintain a decent standard of living’. To translate this commitment into
reality, the company launched the Farmer Income Lab 87 – a collaborative ‘think-do tank’ to help
the company identify income barriers faced by farmers, design and test solutions to raise farmer
incomes, and to inspire action by others. Recognizing that poverty is systemic in global food
value chains, the Lab is mobilizing support from a diverse set of stakeholders ranging from
academia and the private sector to non-profit organizations, including Oxfam.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND GENDER EQUALITY
All business engagement with the SDGs must be grounded in human rights and gender
equality. Our criteria for assessing this are:
1. Strong commitment to and implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights;
2. Explicit references to and links between SDG strategy and human rights policies;
3. Concrete initiatives that tackle the most salient (most severe) risks to people and planet in
company operations and value chains;
4. Strong commitment to and implementation of the UN Women's Empowerment Principles. 88

Strong commitment to and implementation of the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
Marks & Spencer (M&S) has made an explicit commitment to respecting internationally
recognized human rights standards – the UNGPs – applying the principles in its supply chains
and operations. 89 This prioritization and impact assessment has been followed up by public
reporting. In 2016, M&S published its first-ever report on human rights. In 2017, M&S was
ranked as the top retailer and second-best company overall by the inaugural Corporate Human
Rights Benchmark. 90
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Explicit references to and links between SDGs strategy
and human rights policies
Human rights frameworks provide companies with a people-focused lens to identify priority risks
and opportunities around the SDGs. As a Tchibo representative explained, ‘[…] we’re
connecting this [our SDG engagement] back to our own human rights due diligence at the same
time. If we want to secure our future as a business enterprise, we can’t cherry-pick what we
want to work on, including when it comes to the SDGs. We need to thoroughly look at both our
positive and negative impacts on people and then take action, collectively and independently,
from there.’ 91

Concrete initiatives that tackle the most salient (most
severe) risks to people and planet in company
operations and value chains
ACT (Action, Collaboration, Transformation) is an initiative between international brands,
retailers, manufacturers and trade unions to address the issue of living wages in the textile and
garment supply chain. The initiative aims to improve wages in the industry by establishing
industry collective bargaining in key garment and textile sourcing countries. By bringing together
all relevant stakeholders, the initiative is better able to collectively address systemic labour
rights abuses in the sector’s supply chains. ACT is also an example of how companies
addressing human rights risks in their supply chains can contribute to sustainable
development. 92

Strong commitment to and implementation of the UN
Women's Empowerment Principles (WEPs)
The WEPs are an important first step to provide a gender-sensitive roadmap for business to
advance and empower women in the workplace, marketplace and community. Gender equality
is a complex area that presents a challenging agenda. After signing on, each organization will
need to identify its greatest gender equality challenges and opportunities, and plan and prioritize
accordingly. The principles have already been signed by approximately 2,000 93 companies from
all over the world. Their CEOs have signed the WEP Statement of Support and publicly pledge
to work to implement the Principles.

REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Our criteria for assessing company reporting and accountability on their SDG engagement are:
1. Robust reporting is relevant, reliable and comparable, and accessible to all stakeholders.
a. To be relevant, information crucial to assessing performance and impact is collected.
b. To be reliable and comparable, data is accurate and standardized.
c. To be accessible, all stakeholders can interact easily with the information.
2. Reporting drives accountability, with disclosure showing how companies are taking greater
responsibility and demonstrating good corporate governance.
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Box 4: Spotlight on reducing inequalities (SDG 10)
The private sector sits at the centre of inequality trends due to its role in 1) creating and
distributing economic value (through wages and distribution of profits to holders of capital
vs. labour); 94 2) paying (or avoiding paying) taxes that are essential to fund inequalityreducing public investment in health, education, and infrastructure; 95 and3) translating its
economic power into political influence, thus shaping the regulatory environment in its
favour. 96
The benefits of economic growth disproportionately advantage the world’s richest people,
while governments lose critical tax revenue and more people face stagnant wage levels,
and struggle to maintain or achieve a decent standard of living. 97 Gender inequities
exacerbate these trends, as women continue to be excluded from business ownership and
corporate decision making and face discrimination related to wages, employment and
access to financial services. 98

Reporting is relevant: information crucial to assessing
performance and impact is made available to all
stakeholders.
Co-op has taken a step in the right direction by implementing reporting that assesses the
distribution of economic value across stakeholder groups (employee wages and benefits,
payments to providers of capital, payments to government by country, and community
investments), in accordance with Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) indicator 201. 99 How a
company shares economic value created reflects how they are increasing or reducing financial
inequalities.

Reporting is reliable and comparable: data is accurate
and standardized.
The UN Global Compact and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) have formed an initiative,
Business Reporting on the SDGs. 100 The initiative comprises a Corporate Action Group and
Multi-Stakeholder Advisory Committee. The aim of the intervention is to help close the gap on
best practices for corporate reporting on the SDGs. The consolidated global framework will
leverage the GRI standards and the 10 principles of the UN Global Compact to help businesses
incorporate SDG reporting into their existing reporting and accountability processes. This will
allow for comparisons between companies and will be a basis for further corporate action in line
with the SDGs.

Reporting is accessible: all stakeholders can interact
easily with the information.
Project Provenance Ltd 101 aims to empower people to change the way the global economy
works, through radical transparency. The technology-driven company equips physical products
with a unique ID that enables the tracking of each item throughout the supply chain, offering a
means by which consumers can access verified claims. By creating and fostering open and
accessible information about products, Provenance enables consumers to be active citizens
through their purchasing practices.
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Reporting drives accountability, with disclosure
showing how companies are taking greater
responsibility and demonstrating good corporate
governance.
The Corporate Human Rights Benchmark (CHRB) aims to tackle adverse impacts on
workers, communities and consumers. Using the competitive nature of the market, the
information provided by the Benchmark has increased visibility of corporate human rights gaps,
and when used by investors has the power to raise corporate accountability and drive
sustainable investment.

THE WAY FORWARD
We believe that where there is a vibrant, thriving, accountable and responsible private sector,
there are greater possibilities for sustainable development and economic growth that can lead
to poverty reduction and reduced inequality. Three years after the adoption of the SDGs, there
is still a great deal of work for companies to do in fundamentally realigning their business
strategies with the ambition of sustainable development.
Credible business engagement on the SDGs requires a more holistic and ambitious approach
that goes beyond ‘business as usual’. Four key avenues for more meaningful SDG
engagements by companies are explored below.

Moving towards fundamental realignment
There is a significant mismatch between the urgent and complex sustainable development
challenges of our time and the existing business responses and approaches to address them.
We need companies to move towards a more fundamental alignment of their business model
and strategy with the SDGs. This starts with companies re-examining their social purpose and
impact, changing the performance goals and incentives structures of business units and
employees, and considering wider stakeholder concerns (including those of affected
communities, women in value chains etc.) in business analysis and decision making. This will
require collaboration with peers, civil society and government to level the playing field and
ensure that markets do not punish first movers and legislation prevents the undercutting of
sustainable practices by less sustainable companies. Companies should engage responsibly
with public policy, respecting the government’s role in setting rules and standards. For example,
they could use their influence to call for improved regulation of financial markets and for a
system of progressive taxation in which everyone pays their fair share.

Taking an impact-led approach
Making business engagement with the SDGs more meaningful means putting impact first.
Instead of companies allowing their SDG engagement to be guided by only short-term financial
return, their primary criterion should be their potential to contribute to achieving the SDGs. The
SDGs offer the impetus – and a unique opportunity – to analyse the sustainable development
impacts of companies in a comprehensive manner. This requires looking both more widely and
deeply at how companies relate to the SDGs.
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Focusing on additionality
Mobilizing more meaningful SDG engagement by business requires us to get better at
identifying the actual SDG contributions of companies. It is often assumed that anything a
company does around sustainability should count towards its contribution to the SDGs.
However, this approach makes it difficult to assess the additional value of companies’ SDG
engagements. For companies to make a more credible contribution to the SDGs, existing
corporate sustainability strategies should only serve as a baseline.

Putting human rights at the heart of SDG engagement
The vision of the of SDGs – articulated in the phrase ‘leave no one behind’ – roots the global
framework in fundamental issues of human rights. Strong accountability mechanisms are crucial
tools to ensure that business actions on the SDGs meet not just the letter but also the spirit of
the goals. Robust reporting processes coupled with multi-stakeholder initiatives will help
measure progress and correct companies’ course when it is needed.
Our aspiration is that businesses will stop asking, ‘What can the SDGs do for business?’ and
instead ask, ‘What can we do for the SDGs?’, by addressing the root causes underlying their
sustainable development impacts. The transformative vision of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development requires a global economic model that works in the service of sustainable
development, with every company playing its part. We need business to work for the SDGs, in
support of nation states, and in collaboration with other actors to achieve sustainable
development for all.
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